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A Study of Light,
Surface, Personality and Food
Husband and wife classical realist artists, David Larned and
Sarah Lamb, draw inspiration from the 19th-century masters,
their subjects and their historic Chester County farm estate
by Catherine Quillman
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o the young artist couple, Sarah Lamb and David Larned, the past
is never far away. They live in a pre-Revolutionary War house,
which may not be unusual in their township of West Bradford.
The township is one of the earliest regions of Chester County to
be settled and once part of the “bread basket” of Philadelphia and
the first colonies.
What makes the house special is its virtual intact historic character, so unchanged it’s easy to imagine that its early occupants have merely stepped away
for the day. The oldest section of the house dates to 1740, and its additions—an
1817 wing and 1820 front section—maintain the flow of the house as their builder
obviously intended.
“We lucked out with the bones of the house,” said Lamb, 36, referring to the architectural details of the house.
She and her husband, David Larned, 31, are very successful in their respective careers, she as a still life painter and he, with portrait commissions. Together, they
share decades of painting experience and an impressive resume, living and exhibiting in New York City and studying privately in Atlanta, Georgia; Santa Fe, New
Mexico; southern France and Florence, Italy.

A glimpse inside Sarah Lamb’s studio on the historic Chester County estate she shares
with her artist husband David Larned. Sarah and David with their pug dog Weezy in
front of the barn ruins on their estate that they are restoring. Top, Sarah Lamb’s still life
painting “Beau Ties,” oil on canvas, 12 inches x 24 inches. It was in a “Valentine’s” show
at the Pence Gallery in San Fransciso. Sarah painted it for David; he wears bow ties.
Right, David Larned’s portrait “Prof. Campbell,” oil on canvas, 50 inches x 36 inches.
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heir talents and observational-based training
naturally carries over to other aspects of their
lives. It may be one reason why, as new home
owners, they project a maturity and sophistication that seems beyond their years. Still, it’s easy
to assume that the two are merely tenants, not the owners of
an estate that gets more impressive at each turn.
The home’s wide central hall, for instance, features a commanding staircase that leads to a neat arrangement of sunny
rooms. On a recent day, the open front door offered a
sweeping view of a field dotted with hay bales and distant
hazy tree lines.
Three years ago, the couple was living in Chadds Ford. It
was their first place in the country after years of living in New
York, and while they enjoyed it, the property had room for
only one studio. Lamb owned a space in nearby Wilmington.
“We realized that it made more sense to sell both [properties]
and move to one place and share a studio,” Larned said.
Researching available properties one day on the Internet,
Larned learned of their home’s history only when he came

across a posting for an estate called “Stock Grange,” so named
in the early 1800s because there were always grazing cattle,
or stock, on the farm.
The real estate ad did not include a detailed history—most
familiar with property invariably describe it as the former
home of Claude Rains, the English actor. He lived at Stock
Grange for 16 years beginning in 1938. Rains apparently was
a hit with the farming community since newspaper accounts
routinely told of his superior farming abilities and his restoration work in turning the place into a “half home, half [colonial] museum.”
Rains may have brought attention to his home, informing
others on the now common practice of restoring the original
hardwood floors and exposing the beams. But he was not the
first to add to the home’s character. Its previous occupants included a British Loyalist who tried to obtain war damages for
the property, a wealthy gentleman farmer whose family built
the first ironclad ship, the USS Monitor, and a prominent
19th-century naturalist whose published writing on native
flora were inspired by the plants he collected on the property.

Sarah at work on a still life in her studio. Opposite, paintings by Sarah Lamb,
clockwise from top left, “1930’s Classic Yacht Model,” oil on canvas, 48 inches x 48
inches; “Saltaire Pub,” oil on canvas, 18 inches x 14 inches; and “Peaches,” oil on
canvas, 10 inches x 14 inches.
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That kind of providence may be hard to follow, but fortunately, Lamb and Larned are not your typical homeowners.
As painters, they have more a kinship with the Renaissance
ideal of the artist as polymath—talented in many areas—but
still full of grateful obligation. “There isn’t a day that goes by
that I don’t pinch myself,” said Lamb, who still speaks with a
southern lilt despite her years in New York, “Dave feels the
same way. We feel so fortunate to be able to make a living at
painting and to live here.”
hen Lamb and Larned acquired the
property two years ago, it included a tenant house and a building that the couple
converted into a shared studio space, as
well as 12-acres of surrounding fields
that tend to dwarf the couple’s already very small pug dog,
Weezy. (Her name is a nod to the Eloise children’s books).
Their studio, converted from a former equipment shed,
gives the illusion of privacy, although “only a wall” as Lamb
put it, divides their two working spaces. It was great having a
space to custom design a studio, the couple concedes. But the
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main selling point was the home’s historical integrity. “We
wouldn’t be here otherwise,” Larned said on a tour of the
house, now filled with period furniture acquired mostly from
Lamb’s parents who were downsizing.
In speaking about their home, Larned and Lamb may
sound like homeowners with exacting tastes. But actually
their preoccupation with the past has more to do with their
artistic training.
Lamb jokes that she is a messy painter and is unconcerned
with appearances when she gets up in the morning and commutes a scant few yards to their new studio. In contrast,
Larned, whose roster of portrait commissions reads like a
“Who’s Who” of the Tri-state area, dresses for a day’s work in
the studio as if it’s “casual Friday” in the office.
Indeed, part of the charm of this warm and appealing couple is the ease in which they have pursued their careers. Having come of age in the fast pace and technological savvy 1990s,
Lamb and Larned are part of a select generation of artists who
have fashioned a life from the past. Known as classical realists,
or what some galleries call their “living academic realists,”

Portraits and still life by David Larned, clockwise, from top left, “Betsy,” oil on canvas,
28 inches x 23 inches; “Four Generations,” oil on canvas, 58 inches x 54 inches; and
“Pot,” oil on canvas, 29 inches x 39 inches. Above, David Larned at work on a still life
in his studio at the couple’s Chester County historic farm.
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these are artists who have received the kind of training once
common in the 19th century.
he studios, or academic ateliers of that period,
were captured by the artists themselves, in selfportraits or in paintings depicting an artist at
work, his nude model posed in the midst of all
the studio trappings such as silk drapery, a plaster cast or animal skulls.
“ I think it’s serendipitous that I would find myself so close
to Andrew Wyeth,” Lamb said, expounding on the idea of
other influences.
A native of Virginia, Lamb was the fourth generation to attend a women’s college in Georgia. She recalled the “turning
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point” of seeing Wyeth’s work for the first time when she was
12 and already painting realistically. “You may not see Wyeth
in my paintings, but it’s there. He’s the reason I’m a painter.”
In a conversation about Lamb’s post-college training, which
included studying with a wildlife artist in Atlanta and at the Water
Street Atelier in New York, Larned observed, “The tutorial system is really a master/apprentice situation. You find a teacher
whose work you admire and then you try to learn under them.”
Larned, a 1995 graduate of the Tower Hill School in Wilmington, said he grew up painting portraits of his family and
never considered any other career. The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the country’s oldest art school,was the
place to go.
continued on page 70
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Opposite, clockwise from top left, Sarah’s still life “Silver Bowl with Leeks,” oil on canvas, 14 inches x 18 inches;
David’s portrait painting “Stevie,” oil on canvas, 25 inches x 22 inches; and “Peonies,” oil on canvas, 16 inches
x 16 inches. Opposite, David Larned’s portrait painting “First Lady Elise du Pont,” 28 inches x 23 inches.
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Although Lamb received her classical
training through workshops and in private studios, Larned said that they have
both ended up in the same place, artistically and philosophically. “In some
ways, it is the exact opposite of the
American [college] system in which they
tell you what to do from the get go. The
tutorial system gives you the language
to paint so that you can go out and discover on your own,” he said.
Not unlike their 19th-century counterparts, the couple practices a return to
realism by painting from nature and
from the model. Their disciplined approach includes years of studying foundation courses such as color mixing and
anatomy, as well as copying the work of
the Old Masters.
As part of that tradition, their work is
often a study of light and surfaces.
Lamb’s still lifes, for instance, are often
robust, even masculine—a kinetic naturalism obtained through mere surfaces
such as dull pewter, glossy feathers or
the downy skins of peaches.
Larned credits the work of their
mentors and teachers for today’s “new
classicism.” “There were only a handful of them,” he said, “but they really
put it upon themselves to teach others
and to start the movement.” The work
of one of his mentors, Hunter Eddy,
with whom he studied with at The Florence Academy of Art, now hangs in
Larned’s studio.
His studio may lack that 19th-century
urban feel—no soot on the windowsills
or sticky pots of rabbit glue (once used
to prime canvases). Yet its place in his
life is immediately apparent when a tour
of their house takes a back seat to showing visitors the studio.
“I love being here,” he said, making a
point to explain that large studio windows were installed to ensure that the
requisite north light flooded the rooms.
In one corner, a model’s platform awaits
for the next subject.
In the past, his models have included
a private chef whom he posed in fur and
a opera singer whose sense of drama was
perfect for a large painting entitled
Artist and Model. The latter work was
sold but its owner had no room for it,
and so it “lives here,” Larned said of the
painting, which takes up nearly one wall
of the studio. The singer, posed as the

artist, is shown standing in front of a
blank canvas, pondering a nude model
before him.
“There are just so many ‘suit’ paintings that you can do before you start
hankering for something more interesting to paint,” Larned said, half joking about his decision to depict the
artist wearing a silk vest. Painting silk,
much like fur, is all part of the classicalrealist tradition.
Still on the subjects of models, Lamb
pointed out that she had realized that
she had a common bond with her husband at their very first meeting. “I
walked into the door of his house and
saw this painting on the wall and said,
‘Oh my God, I used the same model!’”
The couple are disciplined workers
and put in long hours standing at their
easels in their respective sides of their
studio. They break for lunch, eating together at the house, and then it’s back
to work.
On their honeymoon four years ago,
to Italy and Sicily, their habit of producing work and recording what they see
resulted in an interesting travelogue of
sorts. They each completed five small
paintings. “When we travel, we always
take our paint boxes, which makes it a
little more fun,” Lamb explained.
Lamb, whose still- ife paintings sell as
much as $35,000, jokes that her painting subjects can be summed up as “perishables.” They include game—pheasants draped on worn tabletops, for instance, that must be painted within four
days, as well as subjects that present particular painting challenges. Over the
years, in solo exhibits in Houston and
San Francisco, her work has included
Tapas, a still-life depicting a platter of
olives, and Le Chevrot & Figs, a nearly
horizontal arrangement of figs on the
brink of over ripeness along with the
French cheese, also looking very ripe,
shown with a slice removed so that you
can see its thick waxy rind.
When in New York, she said, “I
painted the things around me —pretzels from the street vendors, confections and cheeses from Dean &
DeLuca, street scenes in Brooklyn,
Central Park in the spring.”
“I’ve always loved grocery stores—
maybe it’s because I love food and I love
to cook … I got spoiled living in France,
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seeing the beautiful packaging and the
care the French take in their displays of
food and preparation. Everything there
is so inspiring!”
At their new home, the neighbors
have already been clued in that there are
artists in their midst. One neighbor, a
farmer with cows, chickens and a large
garden, periodically brings new subject
matter, Lamb said. “He brings asparagus, radishes—and even beautiful eggs.
He’ll drop it off and say, “you can either
paint it or eat it,” she said, laughing at
the thought.
“We have lots of friends who are
hunters and I find myself painting
game—geese, partridges and pheasants.
The colors of the feathers are incredible. I’ve always loved that genre,” Lamb
said of 19-century tradition that was itself a tribute to the Italian and European
painters of the 17th century.
Like all good painters, Lamb and
Larned are more than virtuosic copyists.
Their work may be rooted in the methods and outlook of the past, but it’s always very personal. Lamb, for one,
enjoys painting silver flower vases, capturing the “shiny reflections.” But that
silver invariably, “belonged to someone
in my family,” she said.
“I think I’ve always painted things
that are very personal to me,” Lamb
said, “Whether it’s one of my great
grandmother’s old dish towels or a set of
antlers that belonged to my grandfather,
I paint what I know.”
With Larned, one would think that
life as a portrait painter would have
certain restrictions. After all, he’s being
paid to paint someone’s likeness. But
Larned’s interest in people goes beyond commissions.
On the day of the interview, he was at
work on a series of portraits for an upcoming solo at the John Pence Gallery
in San Francisco. One painting, entitled
Master of the Hunt, is a full-length view
of a lanky model in full foxhunt regalia.
Rather than looking like a man in a blazing red costume, the model has a dignified stance. He holds his riding hat with
one hand behind him and somehow
looks relaxed as his other hand grips the
long coils of the whip used to Sheppard
the hounds.
With Larned’s sensitive handling,
such details become part of the story-

telling aspect of his work while his
mastery of painting silk that practically rustles, well, that is part of the
“wow” factor.
“Every person to a painter is profoundly different, and unless you can see
this, it is hard to express their individuality,” Larned said, “It’s not just a surface
thing—I recently painted twins and
could not get over how completely distinct not just their appearances were but
their personalities too.
“Here are two people who should be
more like each other than any other
two people in the world and it was
tough to see the similarity. It’s nature’s
unending variety that keeps the painting fresh. I never feel like I am doing
the same thing twice.”
So, too, with David Larned and Sarah
Lamb. These two extremely talented
and gifted artists share the mantle of
classical realists, yet their individual approach to their subjects sets them wonderfully and distinctly apart.
Both Sarah Lamb and David Larned
show with the John Pence Gallery in
San Francisco; Sarah Lamb also shows
with the Spanierman Gallery in New
York; and David Larned sells from his
studio and through commissions.
For more information about the artists
or to contact them, visit www.david
larned.com or visit www.johnpence.com
and www.spanierman.com. O
Catherine Quillman is a contributing
writer with Chester County Town &
Country Living and the author of
“Between the Brandywines.”
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